So, what is *automatic* voter registration?
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The map shows the states that passed Automatic Voter Registration legislation in 2015. The states with red shading are those that enacted such legislation. The states with blue shading are those that had Automatic Voter Registration legislation introduced but not enacted. The states with white shading are those that did not pass Automatic Voter Registration legislation in 2015.
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Map showing states with automatic voter registration legislation in 2016.
Automatic Voter Registration legislation in 2016
Automatic Voter Registration legislation (so far) in 2017
Key Considerations

Will *legislation* be required?

Which *state agencies* should participate?

When and how will a potential voter be offered the *opportunity to decline* to register to vote?

Is the voter registration transaction *efficient* and is it *compliant* with the NVRA?

When will a pending automatic voter registration application become an *official voter record*?
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